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February 11, 2021
The Honorable Peter Buttigieg
Secretary
U.S. Department of Transportation
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590
Dear Secretary Buttigieg:
We are writing to express our concern with recent statements by Mr. Peter Ky, the
Director-General of the European Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA), related to EASA’s
validation of Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) certificated U.S. aircraft and aerospace
products and to request that you immediately respond to those statements.
On January 25, 2021, Director-General Ky appeared before the European Parliament’s
Committee on Transport and Tourism to discuss EASA’s recertification of the Boeing 737
MAX. 1 According to news reports, during his presentation, Director-General Ky stated, “… we
[EASA] will increase our level of involvement [and] our level of independent review of U.S.
projects in order to build our own safety assessments.” 2 His statement has been interpreted to
mean that EASA “…intends to move away from the established practice of relying on the FAA
for the certification of U.S. aircraft and products, and…will assert a more independent role in
clearing their airworthiness.” 3 The announced change in established certification validation
practice clearly is intended to apply to all U.S. aircraft and products regardless of existing
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procedures or practices under the US-EU Bilateral Aviation Safety Agreement (referred to as the
BASA). 4
We are very concerned that Director-General Ky’s comments could be taken as a
groundless attack on the BASA, the FAA’s safety certification regime, and U.S. aerospace
manufacturers generally. His statement appears to unilaterally undermine the core premise of the
BASA, which is based upon reciprocity between comparable certification systems. We are
equally troubled by Director-General Ky’s failure to even acknowledge that his own safety
experts participated in extensive reviews of the FAA’s certification system following the Boeing
737 MAX accidents and found no fundamental issue with that system. His comments also
completely ignore the fact that the United States Congress recently took steps to further
strengthen the FAA’s certification system. Finally, we are greatly troubled that Director-General
Ky’s comments will groundlessly politicized aviation safety to a dangerous degree, undermining
the long-standing professional relationship between the FAA and EASA.
During his presentation, Director-General Ky specifically referenced the BASA as one
reason for the change in practice, stating that the bilateral agreement “…resulted in progressively
less involvement of EASA in FAA-approved projects.” 5 His declared “across-the-board” change
to the certification process seems intended to cause unnecessary fear and confusion. Indeed, the
US-EU BASA was developed and agreed to based upon the existence of certification systems
that produce equivalent results (even though their processes and procedures may be different). 6
It is specifically intended to promote reciprocal acceptance of safety findings and approvals and
to leverage the resources and expertise of each certification system. 7 In other words, the BASA
is based upon reciprocity between the United States and the European Commission built on “…a
partnership of competent civil aviation safety regulatory authorities.” 8 A key tenant of the BASA
is the recognition and acceptance of the certification work of the State of design. 9 Pursuant to the
BASA, the United States and European Commission have the ability to conduct heightened
oversight of specific aircraft, aircraft parts or systems, or aerospace products if there is a riskbased reason for that additional scrutiny. 10 However, Director-General Ky’s statement related to
EASA’s change in certification validation clearly suggests a broad, across-the-board change
rather than a targeted, risk-based approach.
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According to reports, Director-General Ky further attributed the change in how EASA
will conduct validations of U.S. certificated aircraft and aerospace products directly to “…the
lack of oversight of the FAA in certifying the Max-8 and -9.” 11 As you may know, during the
last two years, in response to the tragic Boeing 737 MAX accidents in Indonesia (2018) and
Ethiopia (2019), the FAA’s aircraft certification system and certification process for the 737
MAX have been the focus of intense review by numerous panels of aviation experts, including
experts from EASA. 12 Notably, none of these expert reviews concluded that the FAA’s
certification system was broken. 13 Rather, the expert panel reports highlight ways to improve the
FAA certification system. 14 Additionally, the FAA, in cooperation with foreign Civil Aviation
Authorities (including EASA), conducted a comprehensive and thorough review of Boeing’s
proposed modifications to the 737 MAX prior to its return to service. 15
In December 2020, the President signed into law the bipartisan Aircraft Certification,
Safety, and Accountability Act. 16 Nearly all of the Act’s provisions are tied directly to a
recommendation made by the expert panels described, including those on which experts from
EASA served. Importantly, based on those expert recommendations, Congress did not replace
the FAA’s certification system, but rather reformed and strengthened the FAA’s certification
process. 17 We have repeatedly stated and continue to fervently believe that the FAA remains the
global “gold standard” for aviation safety. While it is important to always seek ways to improve
our already safe system, it nonetheless remains the safest in the world.
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Taking Director-General Ky at his word, his public statement on EASA’s change in
validation practice would apply to all U.S. certificated aircraft and aerospace products. The
Director-General justified his plan to change EASA’s certification processes to a European
political body by casting baseless aspersions on the FAA’s ability to certificate U.S. aircraft and
products, and by misinterpreting the bilateral safety agreement itself. As the United States
Secretary of Transportation, it is your responsibility to uphold the United States’ standing on
aviation safety throughout the world and to ensure that the US-EU BASA is not undermined by
EASA with unfounded claims made by the Director-General. Put simply, if EASA follows
through on making an “across-the-board” certification and validation process change away from
BASA’s tenant of reciprocity, it would be a clear violation of that agreement and damage the
long-standing professional relationship between the FAA and EASA.
Therefore, we request that the Department of Transportation seek an immediate
clarification of EASA’s plans, ensure that EASA’s plans do not violate the BASA, and
unequivocally and publicly express support of and confidence in the FAA’s certification process
and professionals. If you have questions, please contact Holly Woodruff Lyons, Republican Staff
Director, Subcommittee on Aviation at (202) 226-3220.
Sincerely,

______________________
Sam Graves
Ranking Member

______________________
Garret Graves
Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Aviation
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